
 

Dear Parishioners: 

We live in strange times — 2020 will be remembered as a year we would like to forget but just seem to be 

unable to do so. But in time we will. In 1957 the Asian flu spread throughout the world and in 

the USA — about 116,000 people died in the US or 0.00047% of the population. In 2020 we 

have lost 268,000 souls or 0.00086%, obviously a larger population number will produce a 

larger number. 

Many of us can remember the nuclear drills at school [diving under the desk], polio, 

smallpox, the world wars, Vietnam, and others. Bad and very bad things have happened, are 

happening and will continue do so until Jesus returns — we sinners have not yet gotten our act 

together.  

Advent is our season of great hope. We must not allow issues to stand before our hope. 

God is with us as we sojourn in this world. Do we dare believe God will magically change our 

world to be like the one described in Isaiah’s vision? 

We do NOT dare to believe that at all. God does not use magic or its ilk in the mode of a 

Harry Potter. God never uses magic. He uses grace, his very life, to effect change amidst the hearts of you and 

me.  

God moves within our being by leading our wills and hearts to surrender to LOVE by saying, Here I am Lord; I 

come to do your will (Ps 40: 7-8). Isaiah does not speak only about Jesus, but about all of us. We are meant to be 

the image of Christ in this world. We are to model the Prince of Peace by being peacemakers. Peace is not just the          

absence of war, but the presence of justice. 

Our Catechism defines justice: The cardinal moral virtue, which consists in the constant, 

and firm will to give their due to God and to neighbor (1807). Original justice refers to the 

state of holiness in which God created our first parents (375). Commutative justice, which 

obliges respect for the rights of the other, is required by the seventh commandment; it is  

distinguished from legal justice, which concerns what the citizen owes to the community, 

and distributive justice which regulates what the community owes its citizens in proportion 

to their contributions and needs (2411). 

We know that this virtue does not always find its way into human relations. Nations,    

neighborhoods, and neighbors do not always live in the actual or spiritual notion of justice. 

In our modern life, many are all too often concerned about what they want just for them-

selves. Love is not enough for it demands the virtues to actualize it into life. At the same 

time, virtue without love will not sustain our lives. 

Will the wolf and the lamb lie down together in this world? Perhaps not.   

We must not focus on what might not be but on the vision God offers of what 

ought to be. Isaiah’s vision is the goal towards which we must walk. Chesterton 

writes in, The Ethics of Elfland, “No; the vision is always solid and reliable.  

The vision is always a fact. It is the reality that is often a fraud.”  

We must see our reality for what it is or risk giving into it. Giving in leads to myopia and the vision becomes 

lost in the exigencies of modern pessimism and depression. As the light of God entered our world so long ago let 

us seek that same light in every aspect of our personal life — it is a light that comes from within and darkness 

will never conquer the heart of those walking in that light. 

Focus on the vision God has given you and me that we might spend our lives in its pursuit. We may die     

before we see its fulfillment. But remember, God does not call you and me to success, but to faithfulness in      

living the vision. Leave the success up to him and the work up to us.  

We’ll do just fine and find our place in the great tapestry of life.   

 Pace - bene 
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